APPROXIMATION OF THE DETERMINANT OF LARGE SPARSE
SYMMETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE MATRICES
ARNOLD REUSKEN

Abstract. This paper is concerned with the problem of approximating det(A)1=n for a large
sparse symmetric positive de nite matrix A of order n. It is shown that an ecient solution of
this problem is obtained by using a sparse approximate inverse of A. The method is explained
and theoretical properties are discussed. A posteriori error estimation techniques are presented.
Furthermore, results of numerical experiments are given which illustrate the performance of this new
method.
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1. Introduction. Throughout this paper, A denotes a real symmetric positive
de nite matrix of order n with eigenvalues
0 <  1  2  : : :   n :
In a number of applications, for example in lattice Quantum Chromodynamics [12],
certain functions of the determinant of A, such as det(A)1=n or ln(det(A)) are of
interest. It is well-known (cf. also x2) that for large n the function A ! det(A) has
poor scaling properties and can be very ill-conditioned for certain matrices A. In this
paper we consider the function

d : A ! det(A) n1 :

(1.1)

A few basic properties of this function are discussed in x2. In this paper we present
a new method for approximating d(A) for large sparse matrices A. The method is
based on replacing A by a matrix which is in a certain sense close to A?1 and for
which the determinant can be computed with low computational costs. One popular
method for approximating A is based on the construction of an incomplete Cholesky
factorization. This incomplete factorization is often used as a preconditioner when
solving linear systems with matrix A. In this paper we use another preconditioning
technique, namely that of sparse approximate inverses (cf. [1, 7, 9, 11]). In Remark 3.10 we comment on the advantages of the use of sparse approximate inverse
preconditoning for approximating d(A). Let A = LLT be the Cholesky decomposition of A. Then using techniques known from the literature a sparse approximate
inverse GE of L, i.e. a lower triangular matrix GE which has a prescribed sparsity
structure E and which
is an approximation of L?1, can be constructed. We then
Qn
?
2
=n
use det(GE )
= i=1 (GE )?ii 2=n as an approximation for d(A). In x3 we explain
the construction of GE and discuss theoretical properties of this sparse approximate
inverse. For example, such a sparse approximate inverse can be shown to exist for
any symmetric positive de nite A and has an interesting optimality property related to d(A). As a direct consequence of this optimality property one obtains that
d(A)  det(GE )?2=n holds and that the approximation of d(A) by det(GE )?2=n becomes better if a larger sparsity pattern E is used.
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In x4 we consider the topic of error estimation. In the paper [2] bounds for the determinant of symmetric positive de nite matrices are derived. These bounds, in which
the Frobenius norm and an estimate of the extreme eigenvalues of the matrix involved
are used, often yield rather poor estimates of the determinant (cf. experiments in [2]).
In x4.1 we apply this technique to the preconditioned matrix GE AGTE and thus obtain
reliable but rather pessimistic error bounds. It turns out that this error estimation
technique is rather costly. In x4.2 we introduce a simple and cheap Monte Carlo technique for error estimation. In x5 we apply the new method to a few examples of large
sparse symmetric positive de nite matrices.
2. Preliminaries. In this section we discuss a few elementary properties of the
function d. We give a comparision between the conditioning of the function d and
of the fuction A ! d(A)n = det(A). We use the notation k  k2 for the Euclidean
norm and (A) = n =1 denotes the spectral condition number of A. The trace of
the matrix A is denoted by tr(A).
Lemma 2.1. Let A and A be symmetric positive de nite matrices of order n.
The following inequalities hold:
1  d(A)  n ;
(2.1a)

d(A)  n1 tr(A) ;

(2.1b)

) ? d(A)  (A) kAk2 :
0 < d(A + dA
(A)
kAk

(2.1c)

2

Proof. The result in (2.1a) follows from
n
Y

1  ( i ) n1  n :
i=1

The result in (2.1b) follows from the inequality between the geometric and arithmetic
mean:
n
n
Y
X
d(A) = (  ) n1  1  = 1 tr(A) :
i=1

i

n i=1 i

n

From the Courant-Fischer characterization of eigenvalues it follows that
i (A + A)  i (A) + 1 (A) > i (A)
for all i. Hence d(A + A) > d(A) holds. Now note that
d(A + A) ? d(A) = ?det(I + A?1 A) n1 ? 1
d(A)
=



n
Y

i=1
n
Y
i=1

(1 + i (A?1 A))

! n1

?1

! n1

(1 + kA?1 k2kAk2 )

?1

k2
= kA?1 k2 kAk2 = (A) kkA
Ak :
2
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Thus the result in (2.1c) is proved.
The result in (2.1c) shows that the function d(A) is well-conditioned for matrices
A which have a not too large condition number (A).
We now brie y discuss the di erence in conditioning between the functions A !
d(A) and A ! det(A). For any symmetric positive de nite matrix B of order n we
have
d0 (A)B := lim d(A + tB ) ? d(A) = d(A) tr(A?1 B ) :
t!0

t

n

kB k2

n B is SPD kB k2

From the Courant-Fischer eigenvalue characterization we obtain i (A?1 B )  i (A?1 )kB k2
for all i. Hence
?1
0
kd0 (A)k := max jd (A)B j = d(A) max tr(A B )  d(A) tr(A?1 ) ;
2

B is SPD

n

with equality for B = I . Thus for the condition number of the function d we have
kAk2 kd0 (A)k2 = 1 kAk tr(A?1 )  (A) :
(2.2)
d(A)
n 2
Note that for the diagonal matrix A = diag(Aii ) with A11 = 1; Aii = 2 (0; 1) for
i > 1, in the inequality in (2.2) one obtains equality for n ! 1. For this A and with
A = "I , " > 0, for n ! 1 we have equality in the second inequality in (2.1c), too.
For d~(A) = det(A) = d(A)n the condition number is given by
kAk2kd~0 (A)k2 = kAk2 nd(A)n?1 kd0 (A)k2 = kAk tr(A?1 ) ;
(2.3)
2
d(A)n
d~(A)
i.e. n times larger than the condition number in (2.2). The condition numbers for
d and d~ give an indication of the sensitivity if the perturbation kAk2 is suciently
small. Note that the bound in (2.1c) is valid for arbitrary symmetric positive de nite
perturbations A. The bound shows that even for larger perturbations the function
d(A) is well-conditioned at A if (A) is not too large. For the function d~(A) the
e ect of relatively large perturbations can be much worse than for the asymptotic
case (A ! 0), which is characterized by the condition number in (2.3). Consider, for
example, for 0 < " < 21 a perturbation A = "A, i.e. kAk2=kAk2 = ". Then
d~(A + A) ? d~(A) = (1 + ")n ? 1  e 12 n" ? 1 ;
d~(A)
which is very large if, for example, " = 10?3 ; n = 105.
The results in this section show that the numerical approximation of the function
d(A) is a much easier task than the numerical approximation of A ! det(A).
3. Sparse approximate inverse. In this section we explain and analyze the
construction of a sparse approximate inverse of the matrix A. Let A = LLT be the
Cholesky factorization
of A, i.e. L is lower triangular and L?1 AL?T = I . Note that
Qn
2
lower triangular approximation
d(A) = d(L) = i=1 L2ii=n . We will construct a sparse
Qn
?
1
?
2
G of L and approximate d(A) by d(G) = i=1 G?ii 2=n . The construction of a
sparse approximate inverse that we use in this paper was introduced in [9, 10, 11] and
can also be found in [1]. Some of the results derived in this section are presented in
[1], too.
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We rst introduce some notation. Let E  f(i; j ) j 1  i; j  ng be a given
sparsity pattern. By #E we denote the number of elements in E . Let SE be the set
of n  n matrices for which all entries are set to zero if the corresponding index is not
in E :
SE = fM 2 Rnn j Mij = 0 if (i; j ) 2= E g :
For 1  i  n let Ei = E \ f(i; j ) j 1  j  ng. If ni := #Ei > 0 we use the
representation
(3.1)
Ei = f(i; j1 ); (i; j2 ); : : : ; (i; jni )g; 1  j1 < j2 < : : : < jni  n :
For ni > 0 we de ne the projection
(3.2)
Pi : Rn ! Rni ; Pi (x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xn )T = (xj1 ; xj2 ; : : : ; xjni )T :
Note that the matrix
Pi APiT : Rni ! Rni
is symmetric positive de nite. Typical choices of the sparsity pattern E (cf. x5) are
such that ni is a very small number compared to n (e.g. ni < 20). In such a case the
projected matrix Pi APiT has a small dimension.
To facilitate the analysis below, we rst discuss the construction of an approximate sparse inverse ME 2 SE in a general framework. For ME 2 SE we use the
representation
2
6

mT1
mT2

3
7

ME = 664 .. 775 ; mi 2 Rn :
.
mTn
Note that if ni = 0 then mTi = (0; 0; : : : ; 0).
For given A; B 2 Rnn with A symmetric positive de nite we consider the fol-

lowing problem:
determine ME 2 SE such that (ME A)ij = Bij for all (i; j ) 2 E :
(3.3)
In (3.3) we have #E equations to determine #E entries in ME . We rst give two basic
lemmas which will play an important role in the analysis of the sparse approximate
inverse that will be de ned in (3.9).
Lemma 3.1. The problem (3.3) has a unique solution ME 2 SE . If ni > 0 then
the ith row of ME is given by mTi with
mi = PiT (Pi APiT )?1 Pi bi ;
(3.4)
where bTi is the ith row of B .
Proof. The equations in (3.3) can be represented as
(mTi A)jk = (bTi )jk for all i with ni > 0 and all k = 1; 2; : : : ; ni ;
where mTi is the ith row of ME . Consider an i with ni > 0. Note that ME 2 SE , hence
PiT Pi mi = mi . For the unknown entries in mi we obtain the system of equations
(APi PiT mi )jk = (bi )jk ; k = 1; 2; : : : ; ni ;
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which is equivalent to

Pi APiT Pi mi = Pi bi :

The matrix Pi APiT is symmetric positive de nite and thus mi must satisfy

Pi mi = (Pi APiT )?1 Pi bi :

Using PiT Pi mi = mi we obtain the result in (3.4). The construction in this proof
shows that the solution is unique.
Below we use the Frobenius norm, denoted by k  kF :

kB k2F =

n
X

Bij2 = tr(BB T ) ; B 2 Rnn :

(3.5)

i;j =1
Lemma 3.2. Let A = LLT be the Cholesky factorization of A and let ME 2 SE
be the unique solution of (3.3). Then ME is the unique minimizer of the functional
M ! k(B ? MA)L?T k2F = tr((B ? MA)A?1 (B ? MA)T ); M 2 SE :

(3.6)

Proof. Let ei be the ith basis vector in Rn . Take M 2 SE . The ith rows of M
and B are denoted by mTi and bTi , respectively. Now note
n

X
tr((B ? MA)A?1 (B ? MA)T ) = eT (BA?1 B T

i=1

i

= tr(BA?1 B T ) +

? MB T ? BM T + MAM T )ei

n
X
i=1

(?2mTi bi + mTi Ami ) :

(3.7)

The minimum of the functional (3.6) is obtained if in (3.7) we minimize the functionals

mi ! ?2mTi bi + mTi Ami ; mi 2 R(PiT )

(3.8)

for all i with ni > 0. If we write mi = PiT m^ i ; m^ i 2 Rni , then for ni > 0 the functional
(3.8) can be rewritten as

m^ i ! ?2m^ Ti Pi bi + m^ Ti Pi APiT m^ i ; m^ i 2 Rni :
The unique minimum of this functional is obtained for m^ i = (Pi APiT )?1 Pi bi , i.e.
mi = PiT (Pi APiT )?1 Pi bi for all i with ni > 0. Using Lemma 3.1 it follows that ME
is the unique minimizer of the functional (3.6).

Sparse approximate inverse. We now introduce the sparse approximate inverse
that will be used as an approximation for L?1 . For this we choose a lower triangular
pattern E l  f(i; j ) j 1  j  i  ng and we assume that (i; i) 2 E l for all i. The
sparse approximate inverse is constructed in two steps:
1: G^ El 2 SEl such that (G^ El A)ij = ij for all (i; j ) 2 E l ;
(3.9a)
2:

GEl := (diag(G^ El ))? 12 G^ El :

(3.9b)
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The construction of GEl in (3.9) was rst introduced in [9]. A theoretical background
for this factorized sparse inverse is given in [11]. The approximate inverse G^ El in
(3.9a) is of the form (3.3) with B = I . From Lemma 3.1 it follows that in (3.9a) there
is a unique solution G^ El . Note that because E l is lower triangular and (i; i) 2 E l we
have ni = #E l > 0 for all i and jni = i in (3.1). Hence it follows from Lemma 3.1
that the ith row of G^ El , denoted by giT , is given by

gi = PiT (Pi APiT )?1 Pi ei ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n;
= PiT (Pi APiT )?1 e^i ; with e^i = (0; : : : ; 0; 1)T 2 Rni :

(3.10)

The ith entry of gi , i.e. eTi gi , is given by e^Ti (Pi APiT )?1 e^i , which is strictly positive
because Pi APiT is symmetric positive de nite. Hence diag(G^ El ) contains only strictly
positive entries and the second step (3.9b) is well-de ned. De ne g^i = Pi gi . The sparse
approximate inverse G^ El in (3.9a) can be computed by solving the (low dimensional)
symmetric positive de nite systems

Pi APiT g^i = (0; : : : ; 0; 1)T ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n:

(3.11)

We now derive some interesting properties of the sparse approximate inverse as in
(3.9). We start with a minimization property of G^ El :
Theorem 3.3. Let A = LLT be the Cholesky factorization of A and D :=
diag(L); L^ := LD. G^ El as in (3.9a) is the unique minimizer of the functional
G ! k(I ? GL^ )D?1 k2F = tr((I ? GL^ )D?2 (I ? GL^ )T ); G 2 SEl :
(3.12)
Proof. The construction of G^ El in (3.9a) is as in (3.3) with E = E l , B = I . Hence
Lemma 3.2 is applicable with B = I . It follows that G^ El is the unique minimizer of

G ! k(I ? GA)L?T k2F ; G 2 SEl :

(3.13)

Decompose L?T as L?T = D?1 + R with R strictly upper triangular. Then D?1 ? GL
and R are lower and strictly upper triangular, respectively, and we obtain:

k(I ? GA)L?T k2F = k(I ? GLLT )L?T k2F = kD?1 + R ? GLk2F
= kD?1 ? GLk2F + kRk2F = k(I ? GL^ )D?1 k2F + kRk2F :
Hence the minimizers in (3.13) and (3.12) are the same.
Remark 3.4. From the result in Theorem 3.3 we see that in a scaled Frobenius
norm (scaling with D?1 ) G^ El is the optimal approximation of L^ ?1 in the set SEl , in
the sense that G^ El L^ is closest to the identity. A seemingly more natural minimization
problem is

min kI ? GLkF ;

G2SEl

(3.14)

i.e. we directly approximate L?1 (instead of L^ ?1 ) and do not use the scaling with
D?1 . The minimization problem (3.14) is of the form as in Lemma 3.2 with B = LT ,
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E = E l . Hence the unique minimizer in (3.14), denoted by G~ El , must satisfy (3.3)
with B = LT :
(G~ El A)ij = Lji for all (i; j ) 2 E l :

(3.15)

Because E l contains only indices (i; j ) with i  j and Lji = 0 for i > j it follows that
G~ El 2 SEl must satisfy
(G~ El A)ij =



0 if i 6= j
Lii if i = j

for all (i; j ) 2 E l :

(3.16)

This is similar to the system of equations in (3.9a), which characterizes G^ El . However,
in (3.16) one needs the values Lii , which in general are not available. Hence opposite
to the minimization problem related to the functional (3.12) the minimization problem
(3.14) is in general not solvable with acceptable computational costs.
2
The following lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.7.
Lemma 3.5. Let G^ El be as in (3.9a). Decompose G^ El as G^ El = D^ (I ? L^ ), with
^
D diagonal and L^ strictly lower triangular. De ne E?l := E l n f(i; i) j 1  i  ng.
Then L^ is the unique minimizer of the functional

L ! tr((I ? L)A(I ? LT )) ;

L 2 SE?l ;

(3.17)

and also of the functional

L ! det[diag((I ? L)A(I ? LT ))] ;

L 2 SE?l :

Furthermore, for D^ we have
D^ = [diag((I ? L^ )A(I ? L^ T ))]?1 :

(3.18)
(3.19)

Proof. From the construction in (3.9a) it follows that
((I ? L^ )A)ij = 0 for all (i; j ) 2 E?l ;

i.e., L^ 2 SE?l is such that (L^ A)ij = Aij for all (i; j ) 2 SE?l . This is of the form (3.3)
with B = A, E = E?l . From Lemma 3.2 we obtain that L^ is the unique minimizer of
the functional

L ! tr((A ? LA)A?1 (A ? LA)T ) = tr((I ? L)A(I ? LT )) ; L 2 SE?l ;
i.e., of the functional (3.17). From the proof of Lemma 3.2, with B = A, it follows
that the minimization problem
min tr((I ? L)A(I ? LT ))

L2SE?l

decouples into seperate minimization problems (cf. (3.8)) for the rows of L:
min f?2liT ai + liT Ali g

li 2R(PiT )

(3.20)
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for all i with ni > 0. Here liT and aTi are the ith rows of L and A, respectively. The
minimization problem corresponding to (3.18) is
min
L2S

n
Y

l i=1
E?

((I ? L)A(I ? LT ))ii = Lmin
2S

n
Y

l i=1
E?

(Aii ? 2liT ai + liT Ali ) :

This decouples into the same minimization problems as in (3.20). Hence the functionals in (3.17) and (3.18) have the same minimizer.
Let J = diag((I ? L^ )A(I ? L^ T )). Using the construction of G^ El in (3.9a) we
obtain
D^ ii2 Jii = (D^ (I ? L^ )A(I ? L^ T )D^ )ii = (G^ El AG^ TEl )ii
=

n
X

k=1

(G^ El A)ik (G^ El )ik =

= (G^ El )ii = D^ ii :

n
X

k=1
(i;k)2E l

ik (G^ El )ik

Hence D^ ii = Jii?1 holds for all i, i.e., (3.19) holds.
Corollary 3.6. From (3.19) it follows that diag(G^ El AG^ El ) = diag(G^ El ) holds
and thus, using (3.9b) we obtain
diag(GEl AGEl ) = I

(3.21)

2
for the sparse approximate inverse GEl .
The following theorem gives a main result in the theory of approximate inverses.
It was rst derived in [11]. A proof can be found in [1], too.
Theorem 3.7. Let GEl be the approximate inverse in (3.9). Then GEl is the
unique minimizer of the functional
tr(GAGT )
G! n
;
det(GAGT ) n1
1

G 2 SE l :

(3.22)

Proof. For G 2 SEl we use the decomposition G = D(I ? L), with D diagonal
and L 2 SE?l . Furthermore, for L 2 SE?l , JL := diag((I ? L)A(I ? LT )). Now note
1
1
T
T
n tr(GAG ) = det(A)? n1 n tr((D(I ? L)A(I ? L )D) = det(A)? n1
1
1
det(GAGT ) n
det(G2 ) n

1
2
n tr(D JL )

det(D2 ) n1
1 tr(D2 J )
= det(A)? n1 n 2 L 1 det(JL ) n1  det(A)? n1 det(JL ) n1 : (3.23)
det(D JL ) n

The inequality inP(3.23) follows
Q from the inequality between the arithmetic and geometric mean: n1 ni=1 i  ( ni=1 i )1=n for i  0.
For G^ El in (3.9a) we use the decomposition 1G^ El = D^ (I1 ? L^ ). For the approximate
inverse GEl we then have GEl = (diag(G^El ))? 2 G^ El = D^ 2 (I ? L^ ). From Lemma 3.5
(3.18) it follows that det(JL )  det(JL^ ) for all L 2 SE?l . Furthermore from Lemma 3.5
(3.19) we obtain that for GEl = D^ 21 (I ? L^ ) we have (D^ 12 )2 JL^ = I and thus equality in
(3.23) for G = GEl . We conclude that GEl is the unique minimizer of the functional
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in (3.22).
Remark 3.8. The quantity
1

tr(A)
K (A) = n n1
det(A)
can be seen as a nonstandard condition number (cf. [1, 9]). Properties of this quantity
are given in [1] (Theorem 13.5). One elementary property is
1  K (A)  n = (A) :

2

1

Corollary 3.9. For the approximate inverse GEl as in (3.9) we have (cf.(3.21))

1  K (GEl AGTEl ) =
i.e.,

d(A)  det(G2El )? n1 =

n
Y
i=1

1
;
det(GEl AGTEl ) n1

(GEl )ii? n =
2

n
Y
i=1

(G^ El )?ii n :
1

(3.24)

Let E~ l be a lower triangular sparsity pattern that is larger than E l , i.e., E l  E~ l 
f(i; j ) j 1  j  i  ng. From the optimality result in Theorem 3.7 it follows that
1  K (GE~ l AGTE~ l )  K (GEl AGTEl ) :
(3.25)
2 Motivated by the theoretical results in Corollary 3.9 we propose to use the sparse approximate inverse GEl as in (3.9) for approximating d(A): Take d(GEl )?2 = d(G^ El )?1 as
an estimate for d(A). Some properties of this method are discussed in the following
remark.
Remark 3.10. We consider the method of approximating d(A) by d(GEl )?2 =
^
d(GEl )?1 . The practical realization of this method boils down to chosing a sparsity
pattern E l and solving the (small) systems in (3.11). We list a few properties of this
approach:
1. The sparse approximate inverse exists for every symmetric positive de nite
A. Note that such an existence result does not hold for the incomplete Cholesky
factorization. Furthermore, this factorization is obtained by solving low dimensional
symmetric positive de nite systems of the form Pi APiT g^i = e^i (cf. (3.11)), which can
be realized in a stable way.
2. The systems Pi APiT g^i = e^i , i = 1; 2; : : :; n, can be solved in parallel.
3. For the computation of d(GEl )?2 = d(G^ El )?1 we only need the diagonal
entries of G^ El (cf. (3.24)). In the systems Pi APiT g^i = e^i we then only have to
compute the last entry of g^i , i.e. (^gi )ni . If these systems are solved using the Cholesky
factorization, Pi APiT =: Li LTi (Li lower triangular) we only need the (ni ; ni ) entry
of Li , since (^gi )ni = (Li )?ni2ni .
4. The sparse approximate inverse has an optimality property related to the
determinant: The functional G ! K (GAGT ) ; G 2 SEl , is minimal for GEl . From
this the inequality (3.24) and the monotonicity result (3.25) follow.
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5. From(3.24) we obtain the upper bound 0 for the relative error d(A)=d(GEl )?2 ?
1. In x4 we will derive useful lower bounds for this relative error. These are a posteriori
2
error bounds which use the matrix GEl .
4. A posteriori error estimation. In the previous section it has been explained how an estimate d(GEl )?2 of d(A) can be computed. From (3.24) we have
the error bound
d(A)
(4.1)
d(GEl )?2  1 :
In this section we will discuss a posteriori estimators for the error d(A)=d(GEl )?2 .
In x4.1 we apply the analysis from [2] to derive an a posteriori lower bound for the
quantity in (4.1). This approach results in safe, but often rather pessimistic bounds
for the error. In x4.2 we propose a very simple stochastic method for error estimation.
This method, although it does not yield guaranteed bounds for the error, turns out
to be very useful in practice.
4.1. Error estimation based on bounds from [2] . In this section we show
how the analysis from [2] can be used to obtain an error estimator. We rst recall a
main result from [2] (Theorem 2). Let A be a symmetric positive matrix of order n,
1 = tr(A); 2 = kAk2F and (A)  [ ; ] with > 0. Then:
exp n1 [ln ln tl ]



exp n1 [ln ln tu ]

2


2

 
tl ?1 1
t2l
2

!

 
tu ?1 1
2
t2u

!

 d(A) 
;

(4.2)

where tl = n1??12 ; tu = n1??12 .
In [2] this result is applied to obtain computable bounds for d(A). Often these
bounds yield rather poor estimates of d(A). In the present paper we approximate
d(A) by d(GEl )?2 and use the result in (4.2) for error estimation . The upper bound
(4.1) turns out to be satisfactory in numerical experiments (cf. x5). Therefore we
restrict ourselves to the derivation of a lower bound for d(A)=d(GEl )?2 , based on the
left inequality in (4.2).
Theorem 4.1. Let GEl be the approximate inverse from (3.9) and 0 < 
min (GEl AGTEl ),  := n1 kGEl AGTEl k2F ,  :=  ? 1. The following holds:  1,   0
and



1
2 ln(1 +  )
exp ( ? 1)

ln
+
(1
?
)
 d(Gd(Al ))?2  1 :
2+
1?
E
(4.3)
Proof. The right inequality in (4.3) is already given in (4.1). We introduce the
notation
1  2  : : :  n for the eigenvalues of GEl AGTEl . From (3.21) we obtain
1 Pn i = 1 and from this it follows that  1  1 holds.
Furthermore,
n i=1
n
n
X
X
1 = ( n1 i )2  n1 i2
i=1

i=1
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yields  = n1 tr((GEl AGTEl )2 )  1 and thus   0. We now use the left inequality in
(4.2) applied to the matrix GEl AGTEl . Note that

1 = tr(GEl AGTEl ) = n; 2 = n; tl = n1 ??2 = 1 + 1 ? :
1

A simple computation yields
1

n
and



2


 
tl ?1 1 = 1
2
t2l
tl ?





1?

1?



;

2
tl ? = (1 ?1 ?) +  :

(4.4)

(4.5)

Substitution of (4.5) in (4.4) results in
1
n [ln ln tl ]



2


 
?
1
tl ?1 1 =
2 ln t 

ln
+
(1
?
)
l
2
2
2
tl
(1 ? ) + 


= (1 ? 1)2 +   ln + (1 ? )2 ln(1 + 1 ? ) :

Using this the left inequality in (4.3) follows from the left inequality in (4.2).
Note that for the lower bound in (4.3) to be computable, we need  = n1 kGEl AGTEl k2F
and a strictly positive lower bound for the smallest eigenvalue of GEl AGTEl . We now
discuss methods for computing and . These methods are used in the numerical
experiments in x5.
We rst discuss two methods for computing . The rst method, which can be
applied if A is an M -matrix, is based on the following lemma, where we use the
notation 1 = (1; 1; : : : ; 1)T 2 Rn .
Lemma 4.2. Let A be a symmetric positive de nite matrix of order n with Aij  0
for all i 6= j and GEl its sparse approximate inverse (3.9). Furthermore, let z be such
that

kGEl AGTEl z ? 1k1   < 1 :
Then

(1 ? )kz k?11  min(GEl AGTEl )

(4.6)

holds.
Proof. From the assumptions it follows that A is an M -matrix. In [11] (Theorem
4.1) it is proved that then GEl AGTEl is an M -matrix, too. Let z  = (GEl AGTEl )?1 1.
Because (GEl AGTEl )?1 has only nonnegative entries it follows that

k(GEl AGTEl )?1 k1 = kz k1 = kz + (z  ? z )k1
 kz k1 + k(GEl AGTEl )?1 k1 kGEl AGTEl z ? 1k1
 kz k1 + k(GEl AGTEl )?1 k1  :

12
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Hence k(GEl AGTEl )?1 k?11  (1?)kz k?11. Using min(GEl AGTEl )  k((GEl AGTEl )?1 k?11
we obtain the result (4.6).
Based on this lemma we obtain the following method for computing . Choose
0 <   1 and apply the conjugate gradient method to the system GEl AGTEl z  = 1.
This results in approximations z 0 ; z 1; : : : of z  . One iterates until the stopping criterion dj := kGEl AGTEl z j ? 1k1   is satis ed. Then take := (1 ? dj )kz j k?11 . In
view of eciency one should not take a very small tolerance . In our experiments
in x5 we use  = 0:2 and z 0 = 1. Note that the CG method is applied to a system
with the preconditioned matrix GEl AGTEl . In situations where the preconditioning is
e ective one may expect that relatively few CG iterations are needed to compute z j
such that kGEl AGTEl z j ? 1k1   is satis ed. Results of numerical experiments are
presented in x5.
As a second method for determining , which is applicable to any symmetric positive
de nite A, we propose the Lanczos method for approximating eigenvalues applied to
(2)
the matrix GEl AGTEl . This method yields a decreasing sequence (1)
1  1     
(1j)  min (GEl AGTEl ) of approximations (1j) of min(GEl AGTEl ). If

1(j) ? min (GEl AGTEl ) < "

(4.7)

holds, then = (1j) ? " can be used in Theorem 4.1. However, in practice it is usually
not known how to obtain reasonable values for " in (4.7). Therefore, in our experiments we use a simple heuristic for error estimation (instead of a rigorous bound as
in (4.7)), based on the observed convergence behaviour of (1j) (cf. x5).
It is known that for the Lanczos method the convergence to extreme eigenvalues is
relatively fast. Moreover, it often occurs that the small eigenvalues of the preconditioned matrix GEl AGTEl are well-separated from the rest of the spectrum, which
has a positive e ect on the convergence speed (1j) ! min(GEl AGTEl ). In numerical
experiments we indeed observe that often already after a few Lanczos iterations we
have an approximation of min(GEl AGTEl ) with an estimated relative error of a few
percent. However, for the computed in this second method we do not have a rigorous analysis which guarantees that 0 < < min(GEl AGTEl ) holds. Nevertheless,
from numerical experiments we see that this method is satisfactory. This is partly explained by the relatively fast convergence of the Lanczos method towards the smallest
eigenvalue. A further explanation follows from the form of the lower bound in (4.3).
For  1;   1, which is typically the case in our experiments in0 x5, this lower
bound essentially behaves like exp( ln ) =: g( ). Note that 0 < gg(( )) =   1
holds. Hence the sensitivity of the lower bound with respect to perturbations in is
very mild.
We now discuss the computation of the quantity  = n1 kGEl AGTEl k2F , which is needed
in (4.3). Clearly, for computing  one needs the matrices GEl and A. To avoid unnecessary storage requirements one should not compute the matrix X := GEl AGTEl
and then determine  = n1 kX k2F . A with respect to storage more ecient approach
can be based on

n
X
T
2
kGEl AGEl kF = kGEl AGTEl ei k22 ;
i=1
where ei is the ith basis vector in Rn . For the computation of

kGEl AGTEl ei k22 ,
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i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, which can be done in parallel, one needs only sparse matrix-vector
multiplications with the matrices GEl and A. Furthermore, for the computation
of AGTEl ei one can use that (DGEl A)ij = (G^ El A)ij = ij for (i; j ) 2 E l , with
D := diag(GEl ) (cf. (3.9)). It follows from (3.10) that
AGTEl ei = (I ? PiT Pi )AGTEl ei + PiT Pi AGTEl ei
= (I ? PiT Pi )AGTEl ei + PiT Pi AG^ TEl D?1 ei
= (I ? PiT Pi )AGTEl ei + Dii?1 ei
holds.

Remark 4.3. Note that for the error estimators discussed in this section the
matrix GEl must be available (and thus stored), whereas for the computation of
the approximation d(GEl )?2 of d(A) we do not have to store the matrix GEl (cf.
Remark 3.10 item 3). Furthermore, as we will see in x5, the computation of these
error estimators is relatively expensive.
2
4.2. Error estimation based on a Monte Carlo approach. In this section
we discuss a simple error estimation method which turns out to be useful in practice.
Opposite to those treated in the previous section this method does not yield (an
approximation of) bounds for the error.
The exact error is given by
d(A)
T
d(GEl )?2 = d(GEl AGEl ) = d(EEl ) ;

where EEl := GEl AGTEl is a sparse symmetric positive de nite matrix. Fore ease of
presentation we assume that the pattern E l is suciently large such that

(I ? EEl ) < 1

(4.8)

holds. In [11] it is proved that if A is an M -matrix or a (block) H -matrix then (4.8)
is satis ed for every lower triangular pattern E l . In the numerical experiments (cf.
x5) with matrices which are not M -matrices or (block) H -matrices (4.8) turns out to
be satis ed for standard choices of E l . We note that if (4.8) does not hold then the
technique discussed below can still be applied if one replaces EEl by !EEl with ! > 0
a suitable damping factor such that (I ? !EEl ) < 1 is satis ed.
For the exact error we obtain, using a Taylor expansion of ln(I ? B ) for B 2 Rnn
with (B ) < 1 (cf. [6]):






d(EEl ) = exp n1 ln(det(EEl )) = exp n1 tr(ln(EEl ))


!

1 (I ? E l )k
X
1
1
E ) (4.9)
= exp n tr(ln(I ? (I ? EEl ))) = exp ? n tr(
k
k=1
Hence, an error estimation can be based on estimates for the partial sums Sm :=
P
m 1 tr((I ?E l )k ). The construction of G l is such that diag(E l ) = I (cf. (3.21))
E
E
E
k=1 k
and thus tr(EEl ) = n and S1 = 0. For S2 we have
S2 = 21 tr((I ? EEl )2 ) = 12 tr(I ? 2EEl + EE2 l ) = ? 12 n + 21 tr(EE2 l ) :
(4.10)
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For S3 we obtain
S3 = 21 tr((I ? EEl )2 ) + 31 tr((I ? EEl )3 ) = ? 76 n + 23 tr(EE2 l ) ? 13 tr(EE3 l ) :
(4.11)
Note that in S2 and S3 the quantity tr(EE2 l ) = kEEl k2F = kGEl AGTEl k2F occurs which
is also used in the error estimator in x4.1. In this section we use a Monte Carlo
method to approximate the trace quantities in Sm . The method we use is based on
the following proposition [8, 3].
Proposition 4.4. Let H be a symmetric matrix of order n with tr(H ) 6= 0.
Let V be the discrete random variable which takes the values 1 and ?1 each with
probability 0:5 and let z be a vector of n independent samples from V . Then z T Hz is
an unbiased estimator of tr(H ):

E (z T Hz ) = tr(H ) ;
and

var(z T Hz ) = 2

X

i6=j

h2ij :

For approximating the trace quantity in S2 we use the following Monte Carlo algorithm:
for j = 1; 2; : : : ; M
1. Generate zj 2 Rn with entries which are uniformly distributed in (0; 1).
2. If (zj )i < 0:5 then (zj )i := ?1, otherwise, (zj )i := 1.
3. yj := EEl zj , j := yjT yj .
Based on Proposition 4.4 and (4.10) we use
1
S^2 := ? 21 n + 2M

M
X
j =1

j

as an approximation for S2 . The corresponding error estimator is
E = exp(? 1 S^ ):
2

n

2

(4.12)

(4.13)

For the approximation of S3 we replace step 3 in the algorithm above by
3. yj := EEl zj ; y^j := EEl yj ; j := 23 yjT yj ? 13 yjT y^j
and we use
M
X
^S3 := ? 7 n + 1
6 M j=1 j

as an estimate for S3 . The corresponding error estimator is
E = exp(? 1 S^ ) :
3

n

3

(4.14)

(4.15)
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Clearly, this technique can be extended to the partial sums Sm with m > 3. However,
in our applications we only use S^2 and S^3 for error estimation. It turns out that, at
least in our experiments, the two leading terms in the expansion (4.9) are sucient
for a reasonable error estimation. Note that due to the truncation of the Taylor expansion, the estimators E2 and E3 for d(EEl ) are biased.
It is shown in [3] that P
based on the so-called Hoe ding inequality (cf. [13]) probT
abilistic bounds for j M1 M
i=1 zi Hzi ? tr(H )j can be derived, where z1 ; z2 ; : : : ; zM are
independent random variables as in Proposition 4.4. In this paper we do not use
these bounds. Based on numerical experiments we take a xed small value for the
parameter M in the Monte Carlo algorithm above (in the experiments in x5: M = 6).
Remark 4.5. In the setting of this paper Proposition 4.4 is applied with H =
p(EEl ), where p is a known polynomial of degree 2 or 3. In the Monte Carlo technique
for approximating det(A) = exp(tr(ln(A))) from [3], Proposition 4.4 is applied with
H = ln(A). The quantity z T ln(A)z , which can be considered as a Riemann-Stieltjes
integral, is approximated using suitable quadrature rules. In [3] this quadrature is
based on a Gauss-Christo el technique where the unknown nodes and weights in the
quadrature rule are determined using the Lanczos method. For a detailed explanation
of this method we refer to [3].
A further alternative that could be considered for error estimation is the use of this
method from [3]. In the setting here, this method could be used to compute a (rough)
approximation of det(GEl AGTEl )1=n . We did not investigate this possibility. The results in [2, 3] give an indication that this alternative is probably much more expensive
than the method presented in this section.
2
5. Numerical experiments. In this section we present some results of numerical experiments with the methods introduced in x3 and x4. All experiments are done
using a MATLAB implementation. We use the MATLAB notation nnz (B ) for the
number of nonzero entries in a matrix B .

Experiment 1 (discrete 2D Laplacian). We consider the standard 5{point discrete
Laplacian on a uniform square grid with m mesh points in both directions, i.e. n = m2 .
For this symmetric positive de nite matrix the eigenvalues are known:




 = 4(m + 1)2 sin2 ( 2(m+ 1) ) + sin2 ( 2(m+ 1) ) ; 1  ;   m :
For the choice of the sparsity pattern E l we use a simple approach based on the
nonzero structure of (powers of) the matrix A:
E l (k) := f(i; j ) j i  j and (Ak )ij 6= 0g ; k = 1; 2; : : : :
(5.1)
We rst describe some features of the methods for the case m = 30, k = 2 and after
that we will vary m and k. Let A denote the discrete Laplacian for the case m = 30 and
LA its lower triangular part. We then have nnz (LA) = 2640. For the sparse approximate inverse we obtain nnz (GEl(2) ) = 6002. The systems Pi APiT g^i = (0; 0; : : : ; 0; 1)T
that have to be solved to determine GEl (2) (cf. (3.11)) have dimensions between 1 and
7; the mean of these dimensions is 6.7. As an approximation of d(A) = 3:1379 103 we
obtain

d(GEl (2) )?2 = d(G^ El (2) )?1 =

n
Y
i=1

(G^ El (2) )ii? n = 3:2526 103 :
1
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Hence d(A)=d(GEl (2) )?2 = 0:965. For the computation of this approximation along
the lines as described in Remark 3.10, item 3, we have to compute the Cholesky
factorizations Pi APiT = Li LTi ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; n. For this approximately 41 103 ops
are needed (in the MATLAB implementation). If we compare this with the costs of
one matrix{vector multiplication A  x (8760 ops), denoted by MATVEC, it follows
that for computing this approximation of d(A), with an error of 3.5 percent, we need
arithmetic work comparable to only 5 MATVEC.
We will see that the arithmetic costs for error estimation are signi cantly higher.
We rst consider the methods of x4.1. The arithmetic costs are measured in terms
of MATVEC. For the computation of as indicated in Lemma 4.2 with  = 0:2,
using the CG method with starting vector 1 = (1; 1; : : : ; 1)T we need 8 iterations.
In each CG iteration we have to compute a matrix{vector multiplication GEl AGTEl x,
which costs approximately 3.7 MATVEC. We obtain CG = 0:0155. For the method
based on the Lanczos method for approximating min(GEl AGTEl ) we use the heuristic
stopping criterion

j(1j) ? 1(j?1) j < 0:01j(1j) j :

(5.2)
We then need 7 Lanczos iterations, resulting in Lanczos = 0:0254. A direct computation results in min(GEl AGTEl ) = 0:025347.
For the computation of  = kGEl AGTEl k2F we rst computed the lower triangular part
of X = GEl AGTEl and then computed kX kF (making use of symmetry). The total
costs of this are approximately 18 MATVEC. Application of Lemma 4.1, with CG
and Lanczos yields the two intervals
[0:880; 1] and [0:895; 1] ;
which both contain the exact error 0.965. In both cases, the total costs for error
estimation are 40{45 MATVEC, which is approximately 10 times more than the costs
for computing the approximation d(GEl (2) )?2 .
We now consider the method of x4.2. We use the estimators E2 and E3 from
(4.13), (4.15) with M = 6. The results are E2 = 0:980, E3 = 0:973. Note that
the order of magnitude of the exact error (3:5 percent) is approximated well by both
E2 (2:0 percent) and E3 (2:7 percent). In step 3 in the Monte Carlo algorithm
for computing S^2 we need one matrix{vector multiplication GEl AGTEl x (costs 3.7
MATVEC). The total arithmetic costs for E2 are approximately 20 MATVEC. For
S^3 we need two matrix{vector multiplications with EEl in the third step of the Monte
Carlo algorithm. The total costs for E3 are approximately 40 MATVEC.
In Table 5.1 we give results for the discrete 2D Laplacian with m = 30 (n = 900),
m = 100 (n = 10000) and m = 200 (n = 40000). We use the sparsity pattern E l (2).
In the third column of this table we give the computed approximation of d(A) and the
corresponding relative error. In the fourth column we give the total arithmetic costs
for the Cholesky factorization of the matrices Pi APiT , i = 1; 2; : : : ; n (cf. Remark 3.10,
item 3). In the columns 5{8 we give the results and corresponding arithmetic costs
for the error estimators discussed in x4. The fth column corresponds to the method
discussed in x4.1 with determined using the CG method applied to GEl AGTEl = 1
with starting vector 1. In the stopping criterion we take  = 0:2 (cf. Lemma 4.2).
The computed = CG is used as input for the lower bound in (4.3). The resulting
bound for the relative error and the arithmetic costs for computing this error bound
are shown in column 5. In column 6 one nds the computed error bounds if is
determined using the Lanczos method with stopping criterion (5.2). In the last two
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Table 5.1

Results for 2D discrete Laplacian with E l = E l (2)

n

d(A)

900

3.138 103

10000

3.292 104

40000

1.300 105

d(GEl (2) )?2
(error)
3.253 103
(3.5%)
3.434 104
(4.1%)
1.359 105
(4.3%)

costs for

d(GEl (2) )?2
5 MV

5 MV
5 MV

Thm. 4.1, Thm. 4.1,

MC

Lanczos

E2

MC

E3
 12%
 11%
2.0%
2.7%
(45 MV) (45 MV) (20 MV) (40 MV)
 21%
 19%
2.2%
2.6%
(140 MV) (102 MV) (24 MV) (48 MV)
 26%
 24%
2.2%
2.7%
CG

(276 MV) (159 MV) (24 MV) (48 MV)

Table 5.2

Results for 2D discrete Laplacian with E l = E l (4)

n

d(A)

900

3.138 103

10000

3.292 104

40000

1.300 105

d(GEl (4) )?2
(error)
3.177 103
(1.2%)
3.347 104
(1.6%)
1.323 105
(1.7%)

costs for

d(GEl (4) )?2
41 MV

45 MV
46 MV

Thm. 4.1, Thm. 4.1,

MC

Lanczos

E2

MC

E3
 3:5%
 3:0%
0.65%
1.1%
(137 MV) (146 MV) (54 MV) (108 MV)
 7:7%
 7:0%
0.91%
1.1%
(263 MV) (226 MV) (55 MV) (110 MV)
 10%
 9:3%
0.93%
1.1%
CG

(487 MV) (348 MV) (56 MV) (112 MV)

columns the results for the Monte Carlo estimators E2 (4.13) and E3 (4.15) are given.
In Table 5.2 we show the results and corresponding arithmetic costs for the method
with sparsity pattern E l = E l (4).
Concerning the numerical results we note the following. From the third and fourth
column in Table 5.1 we see that using this method we can obtain an approximation of d(A) with relative error only a few percent and arithmetic costs only a few
MATVEC. Moreover, this eciency hardly depends on the dimension n. Comparison
of the third and fourth columns of the Tables 5.1 and 5.2 shows that the approximation signi cantly improves if we enlarge the pattern from E l (2) to E l (4). The
corresponding arithmetic costs increase by a factor of about 9. This is caused by
the fact that the mean of the dimensions of the systems Pi APiT , i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, increases from approximately 7 (E l (2)) to approximately 20. For n = 10000 we have
nnz (LA) = 29800; nnz (GEl(2) ) = 69002; nnz (GEl (4) ) = 204030. For the other n
values we have similar ratios between the number of nonzeros in the matrices LA and
GEl . Note that the matrix GEl has to be stored for the error estimation but not
for the computation of the approximation d(GEl )?2 . The error bounds in the fth
and sixth column in the Tables 5.1 and 5.2 are rather conservative and expensive.
Furthermore there is some deterioration in the quality and a quite strong increase in
the costs if the dimension n grows. The strong increase in the costs is mainly due to
the fact that the CG and Lanczos method both need signi cantly more iterations if n
increases. This is a well-known phenomenom (the matrix GEl AGTEl has a condition
number that is proportional to n). Also note that the costs for these error estimators
are (very) high compared to the costs of the computation of d(GEl )?2 . The results
in the last two columns indicate that the Monte Carlo error estimators, although less
reliable, are more favourable.
In Figure 5.1 we show the eigenvalues of the matrix GEl AGTEl for the case n = 900,
l
E = E l (2) (computed with the MATLAB function eig). The eigenvalues are in the
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interval [0:025; 1:4]. The mean of these eigenvalues is 1 ( tr(GEl AGTEl ) = 1). One
can see that relatively many eigenvalues are close to 1 and only a few eigenvalues are
close to zero.
Fig. 5.1. Eigenvalues of the matrix

GEl AGTEl in Experiment 1
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Experiment 2 (MATLAB random sparse matrix). The sparsity structure of the

matrices considered in Experiment 1 is very regular. In this experiment we consider matrices with a pattern of nonzero entries that is very irregular. We used the
MATLAB generator (sprand(n; n; 2=n)) to generate a matrix B of order n with approximately 2n nonzero entries. These are uniformly distributed random entries in
(0; 1). The matrix B T B is then sparse symmetric positive semide nite. In the generic
case this matrix has many eigenvalues zero. To obtain a positive de nite matrix we
generated a random vector d with all entries chosen from a uniform distribution on
the interval (0; 1) (d :=rand(n; 1)). As a testmatrix we used A := B T B +diag(d). We
performed numerical experiments similar to those in Experiment 1 above. We only
consider the case with sparsity pattern E l = E l (2). The error estimator based on the
CG method is not applicable because the sign condition in Lemma 4.2 is not ful lled.
For the case n = 900 the eigenvalues of A and of GEl AGTEl are shown in Figure 5.2.
For A the smallest and largest eigenvalues are 0:0099 and 5:70, respectively. The
picture on the right in Figure 5.2 shows that for this matrix A sparse approximate
inverse preconditioning results in a very well{conditioned matrix. Related to this, one
can see in Table 5.3 that for this random matrix A the approximation of d(A) based
on the sparse approximate inverse is much better than for the discrete Laplacian in
Experiment 1. For n = 900; 10000; 40000 we obtain nnz (LA) = 2730; 29789; 120216
and nnz (GEl ) = 7477; 82290; 335139, respectively. For n = 900; 10000; 40000 the
mean of the dimensions of the systems Pi APiT , i = 1; 2; : : : ; n is 10:6; 10:8; 11:0, respectively. In all three cases the costs for a matrix{vector multiplication GEl AGEl x
are approximately 4.3 MV. Furthermore, in all three cases the matrix GEl AGTEl is
well{conditioned and the number of Lanczos iterations needed to satisfy the stopping
criterion (5.2) hardly depends on n. Due to this, for increasing n, the growth in the
costs for the error estimator based on Theorem 4.1 (column 5) is much slower than in
Experiment 1. As in the Tables 5.1 and 5.2, in Table 5.3 the error quantities in the
columns 3, 5,6,7 are bounds or estimates for the relative error 1 ? d(GEl AGTEl ).
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Fig. 5.2. Eigenvalues of the matrices

A and GEl AGTEl in Experiment 2
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Table 5.3

n
900
10000
40000

Results for MATLAB random sparse matrices with E l = E l (2)
d(A) d(GEl )?2 costs for Thm. 4.1,
MC
MC
(error)
d(GEl )?2
E2
E3
Lanczos
0.82453 0.82521
23 MV  9:8 10?4 1.4 10?3 1.0 1:0?3
(8.3 10?4 )
(110 MV) (26 MV) (52 MV)
{
0.81053
18 MV  1:1 10?3 8.4 10?4 7.4 10?4
({)
(139 MV) (26 MV) (52 MV)
{
0.82033
18 MV
 1:0 10?3 6.2 10?4 8.3 10?4
({)
(146 MV) (26 MV) (52 MV)

For n = 10000; 40000 the values of d(A) are not given (column 2). This has to do
with the fact that for these matrices with very irregular sparsity patterns the Cholesky
factorization A = LLT su ers from much more ll-in than for the matrices in the Experiments 1 and 3. For the matrix A in this experiment with n = 900 we have
nnz (LA) = 2730 and nnz (L) = 72766. For n = 10000 we run into storage problems
if we try to compute the Cholesky factorization using the MATLAB function chol.

Experiment 3 (QCD type matrix). In this experiment we consider a complex
Hermitean positive de nite matrix with sparsity structure as in Experiment 1. This
matrix is motivated by applications from the QCD eld. In QCD simulations the
determinant of the so-called Wilson fermion matrix is of interest. These matrices
and some of their properties are discussed in [4, 5]. The nonzero entries in a Wilson
fermion matrix are induced by a nearest neighbour coupling in a regular 4-dimensional
grid. These couplings consist of 12  12 complex matrices Mxy , which have a tensor
product structure Mxy = Pxy Uxy , where Pxy 2 R44 is a projector, Uxy 2 C 33 is
from SU3 and x and y denote nearest neighbours in the grid. These coupling matrices
Mxy strongly uctuate as a function of x and y. Here we consider a (toy) problem
with a matrix which has some similarities with these Wilson fermion matrices. We
start with a 2-dimensional regular grid as in Experiment 1 (n grid points). For the
couplings with nearest neighbours we use complex numbers with length 1. These
numbers are chosen as follows. The couplings with south and west neighbours at a
grid point x are exp(2i S (x)) and exp(2i W (x)), respectively, where S (x) and
W (x) are chosen from a uniform distribution on the interval (0; 1). The couplings
with the north and east neighbours are taken such that the matrix is hermitean. To
make the comparison with Experiment 1 easier the matrix is scaled by the factor n,
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i.e. the couplings with nearest neighbours have length n. For the diagonal we take I ,
where is chosen such that the smallest eigenvalue of the resulting matrix is approximately 1 (this can be realized by using the MATLAB function eigs for estimating
the smallest eigenvalue). We performed numerical experiments as in Experiment 1
with E l = E l (2). The number of nonzero entries in LA and GEl are the same as
in Experiment 1. For n = 900 the eigenvalues of the matrices A and GEl AGTEl are
shown in Figure 5.3. These spectra are in the intervals [1; 6:6 103] and [1:7 10?3 ; 1:5],
respectively.
The results of numerical experiments are presented in Table 5.4. Note that the error
Fig. 5.3. Eigenvalues of the matrices

A and GEl AGTEl in Experiment 3
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estimator from x4.1 in which the CG method is used for computing can not be used
for this matrix (assumptions in Lemma 4.2 are not satis ed). We did not consider the
case n = 40000 here because then the application of the eig function for computing
the smallest eigenvalue led to memory problems.
Comparison of the results in Table 5.4 with those in Table 5.1 shows that when the
Table 5.4

n
900
10000
22500

Results for QCD type matrix with E l = E l (2)
d(A)
d(GEl )?2 costs for Thm. 4.1,
MC
(error)
d(GEl )?2
E2
Lanczos
2.500 103 2.620 103
5 MV
 24%
2.6%
(4.6%)
(79 MV) (23 MV)
2.739 104 2.842 104
5 MV
 31%
2.4%
(3.6%)
(133 MV) (23 MV)
6.173 104 6.391 104
5 MV
 32%
2.3%
(3.4%)
(198 MV) (23 MV)

MC

E3

3.3%
(46 MV)
2.7%
(46 MV)
2.8%
(46 MV)

method is applied to the QCD type of problem instead of the discrete Laplacian the
performance of the method does not change very much.
Finally, we note that in all measurements of the arithmetic costs we did not take
into account the costs of determining the sparsity pattern E l (k) and of building the
matrices Pi APiT .
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